Answer to the RLS/HOA board announcement
of 2016/08/17
on Meadowlands Park Jurisdiction
http://lacamasshoreshoa.org/meadowlands-park-jurisdiction.html
The discussion on the Official HOA web page began:
Why are we doing anything regarding Meadowlands Park?
“1. There is an obligation as a community to maintain our common areas, including
Meadowlands Park. Over the years this obligation, which is defined in our CC&Rs Section
2.7.1*, has been unclear and has led to confusion within our community.** Because of this
confusion, … “
OK. Let’s start right here. There has never been any confusion either among the city, or among
the past boards about maintenance of the common areas. In November 2008, I was invited to
meet with the City of Camas and discuss maintenance of the common areas behind the Ontkean
property. Attending a 2008/11/21 meeting was Anita Ashton, Jim Crouthers and Monte Brockton
of the City Public Works department. Representing the HOA was… me.
We discussed goals & aspirations, the situation we had all inherited, as we saw it, and ended up
with a precise reading of the Deeds/Easements and contracts that defined our relationship vis-avis… maintenance. The upshot was that the HOA would continue to mow the grass etc. to allow
the City “access” to their storm drain facility and swale behind the Ontkean’s property and to
write the Ontkean’s and the Parker’s, who lived next door to the Ontkean’s, a letter emphasizing
HOA ownership of the common areas behind their properties. The city was concerned that their
easements be respected. We also discussed the swale on Michaelbrook and the stormwater
facility at the soccer field. I agreed for the HOA that we would continue to dredge the soccer
field swale as needed and DO NOTHING to the “wetlands” without prior approval of the city.
We agreed to meet at least once a year to discuss our maintenance agreement, earlier if anything
came up. And we did just that. Now and then, the city asked that we remove some vegetation and
scoop out some sediment in the collecting pool, and… we just did it as part of our common area
maintenance.
“2. Over the years many homeowners have been facing a reduction and/or elimination of their
views due to overgrowth. In the past these homeowners have been frustrated because there was
no clear vehicle to investigate or research what can be done to bring back the breathtaking and
valuable views they once enjoyed … “
OK. What undergrowth? The Restore Lacamas Shores Team (RLS) has always maintained that
the decline in local home values was caused by the increased size of trees in the neighborhood.
Foolishness. If they believe that, then they must credit the current restoration of home values to
the trees being even taller now. Getting neighbors to talk to each other, especially about
shrubbery, is one of the most basic jobs of an HOA. My neighbor thought one of my trees caused
excessive shade in his back yard. I agreed and took down the tree. Civil discourse between

neighbors is the first step.
”The first step is discussion, which started with the formation of the Common Area Land Use
Committee (/hoa-committees.html). They will be meeting for the first time in August 2016. “
Wrong. The first step should have been to talk with the city. Coming at them with an attitude and
a hardline agenda is against our interests. What you have asked for is a re-negotiation of our past
contracts and mutual understandings. Let me give you an example:
In September 2011, Steve Bang made a motion that his neighbor Ron Boyce be allowed to
“forest manage” the common areas behind his property. I’d emailed Ron before and told him that
his request would be considered along with our stewardship responsibilities to the city. Our
decision was that we needed more information on what he wanted to do. As I remember, Steve
Bang was going to take that request for more information back to Ron. Don’t know what Steve
said to Ron, but Ron let the matter drop. Information is needed to change policy and
responsibilities. I wanted Ron to know that his request had been considered and that based on the
information he’d given us, we could not approve his request.
Now the request from the City for a “delineation study” sounds reasonable. If the HOA wants to
change the existing agreements, such a study seems in order. There will likely be more studies
needed too. If the city is content with the prior understandings, why should they be taxed with
the costs of our request for changes? But is a change to the past contracts and understandings
getting us anything the community needs?
At the 2016/07/25 RLS/HOA meeting, Matt McCants gave a little speech about democracy. (See
my synopsis of the meeting for a more detailed discussion.) Matt pointed out that the HOA
board is not bound by a vote of the community against paying for any sort of delineation study
(see the 2016 April/May issue of the VIEWS for tally of votes from the annual HOA meeting).
Matt pointed out that the HOA is a republic, not a democracy, and that they could do anything
they wanted, so long as it was in the “best interests” of the HOA. He stated that a delineation
study was only due diligence. It is heavy burden to determine the best interests of the
community. I personally don’t think the community has anything to gain from this re-negotiation
of maintenance responsibilities. Also, remember that our CC&Rs only apply to our internal
affairs and do not give us authority over the city. They do not supersede agreements or contracts
with the city.
Later on in the 2016/07/25, Tom Kelley made a motion to supplant Steve Marrinan as the city
liaison and to petition the City of Camas that the HOA assume full maintenance responsibility of
the Common Area Wetlands/Storm-Water facility. He did not get the ouster of Steve Marrinan
(who had to miss this board meeting) but the board did vote for him to deliver a petition to the
City of Camas for permission to do the maintenance of the Common Area Wetlands/StormWater facility. Why do this? Tom’s petition seeks to redefine the mutual responsibilities between
the HOA and the city with respect to maintenance responsibilities and costs. The Old agreement
on maintenance in the common areas was that we provided access and the city would do
maintenance on “their” easement. Now, it is proposed that we do the maintenance for the city.
But, would our HOA be able to overrule the city on trees and underbrush in the wetlands?

If I were the City of Camas, I’d accept the gracious offer of the HOA to be their personal ATM.
Any complaint would be answered and fixed, if deemed worthy, and a bill would be sent to the
HOA. Any modification the soccer field wetlands could be denied if deemed unworthy. It would
be a blessed relief for this neighborhood to be rid of all our mutual responsibilities. We seem to
have lost the knack of self government.
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Please give us your thoughts at:
<http://lacamas-shores.com/owners/lsowners.php#communityforum>
Click the “register” button to sign up. We will guard your email information and you may
comment with a “sobriquet” after you register. George Harrison is already taken.

